1. Once a note has been FLATTED or SHARPED, it remains that way for the REST OF THE MEASURE - unless there is a NATURAL SIGN ( ). ________
   (yes or no?)

2. This, , is a QUARTER REST. It tells you to play nothing for 1 beat. Circle the QUARTER REST in CELEBRATION DAY on page 262.

3. "D. C. al Fine" is ITALIAN and means go back to the
   (second page or beginning?)

4. "Fine" is ITALIAN and means __________________________.
   (play it again or the end?)

5. A FLAT SIGN, , means to go _____________ and play the very
   (forward or backward?)
   next key (either black or white).

6. In CELEBRATION DAY, one hand will PLAY & HOLD a note while the other hand continues playing several notes. Your teacher will show you how to do this at the keyboard. Do you know all of the notes in CELEBRATION DAY? _________

7. A long, curved line over or under notes is called a slur mark or a phrase mark. It tells you to play the notes SMOOTHLY. Do you see slur marks in CELEBRATION DAY and RING THE NEWS? __________
8. In RING THE NEWS!, you play a DESCENDING SCALE:

What is the HIGHEST NOTE of the scale? __________

What is the LOWEST NOTE of the scale? __________

What note is SHARPED? __________ (G or F?)

The above scale is G's SCALE. G's scale has ONE SHARP; that sharp is F#? __________

(Yes or no?)

When you go to the keyboard, play the G SCALE FORWARD three times. Then, play the G SCALE BACKWARD three times. How well did you do? __________

9. This, __________, is a __________ mark. It tells you to push the RIGHT pedal down with your RIGHT foot. __________

(Always keep your heel on the floor! Yes or no?)

10. This note, __________, is __________ below MIDDLE C. Which (D or B?)

hand plays it? __________

(right or left?)
CELEBRATION DAY
(orchestrated accompaniment has a 2 measure count-in)

Not Fast
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